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Using techniques from dynamical systems analysis we explore numerically the solution space
under parametric variation of a neutral dierential delay equation that arises naturally in the
Cosserat description of torsional waves on a driven drillstring
I INTRODUCTION
A comprehensive understanding of many physical systems that exhibit nonlinear oscillatory behaviour and depend
on external parameters poses challenging problems for the scientist engineer and mathematician In recent years
considerable progress has been made in describing qualitatively the behaviour of nonlinear dynamical systems whose
time evolution corresponds to a family of curves in a  nite dimensional phase space There are many interesting
systems however which possess an innite number of degrees of freedom and their dynamical response to external
excitation is often much harder to formulate qualitatively Elastodynamic continuum structures fall into this category
When such systems depend on a nite number of control parameters great importance is attached to their response to
variations in these parameters For the engineer to maintain adequate control of stability it is often essential to have
some global insight into this response behaviour For the scientist this often means adoption of a tractable system of
partial dierential equations 	PDE
 that model the situation and for the mathematician some means of formulating
how distinct solutions of these equations are distributed in the space of control parameters For systems that exhibit
selfsustained oscillations the techniques used to study nitedimensional dynamical systems oer powerful guidelines
in the analysis of innitedimensional systems
In this paper we pursue some of these guidelines in the context of a model describing the selfsustained torsional
oscillations of a drivenstring that is subject to nonlinear frictional torques at its undriven end Such torsional
vibrations can occur during the operation of drilling assemblies used in the exploration for oil and gas and are a major
concern to industry A drilling assembly consists of a drillrig that houses a motor used to drive the rotary motion of a
drillstring This hollow slender structure can penetrate several kilometres below the surface using a drillbit tted to
its lower end The dynamics of the coupled top rotary drive drillbit and drillstring is extremely complex and often
prone to instabilities that are not fully understood One particular scenario commonly referred to as slipstick is
associated with the torsional instability of the drillstring and arises from selfsustained relaxation oscillations induced
by nonlinear reaction torques due to friction and cutting at the drillbit Such torques give rise to the emission of
torsional waves from the lower end These waves travel up the drillstring and can reect from the top assembly with
an intensity that depends on a control mechanisms that determine the response characteristics of the rotary drive
A buildup of torsional vibrations may result in reduced rateofpenetration premature component fatigue or even
costly fracture of the drillstring
An essential step towards developing practical strategies to combat such torsional vibrations requires a reliable
model for the entire drilling assembly and some insight into the structure of its solution space Suitable algorithms
may then be developed in terms of rotary feedback control in order to optimise drilling strategies A programme to
address this issue has recently been initiated  by modelling the assembly in terms of the Cosserat theory of slender
structures and their interactions with the environment Although succinct such Cosserat models have an enormously
rich  natural elastodynamic structure In this context they oer an eective means to study the interaction between
torsional axial and lateral excitations of an active drillstring
In this paper the torsional stability of a driven vertical drillstring is addressed In the absence of axial and lateral
excitations the Cosserat description of the system is reduced to a linear wave equation for torsional disturbances
subject to nonlinear boundary conditions representing the topdrive frictional and cutting processes The former
represents the target of a ProportionalIntegral 	PI
 rotary feedback control commonly used in practical operations
Such an idealisation allows one to focus analysis on the eect of nonlinear torsional relaxation oscillations The
nature of these oscillations their dependence on the rotary speed maintained by the the top rotarydrive and the
eective weightonbit that determines the strength of the friction reaction at the bit is surprisingly complex and
responsible for many of the volatilities experienced by engineers in trying to maintain a steady drilling environment
in the eld By reducing the above boundary value problem to a neutral dierential delay equation 	NDDE
 with

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retarded derivative we are able to exploit techniques from dynamical systems theory to gain insight into some of these
complexities Although our approach is mainly numerical the NDDE system is arguably simpler to analyse than
the original PDE since a single discretisation of the independent time variable 	rather than a discretisation of the
two independent variables for our PDE
 suces to truncate such a system to a nitedimensional system We shall
suggest that the mathematical origin of much of the complexity observed in the eld may reside in the tendency of
periodic and quasiperiodic drillstring congurations to bifurcate into qualitatively distinct regimes in the solution
space as control parameters are varied
A similar reduction of analogous PDE boundary value problems to NDDEs or DDEs and the techniques exploited
here have relevance to a broad range of other engineering physical and biological problems These include power
transmission line networks  laser optical bres sonarradar ranging technologies  cardiovascular system dynam
ics and many other applications 
The general theory of DDEs without retarded derivatives is well developed  and the bifurcation analysis
of such equations with one  and several delays  has been performed using numerical simulations In
most cases oneparameter bifurcation diagrams are analysed Twoparameter diagrams are less frequent  A
bifurcation analysis of functional equations with a statedependent delay can be found in  Considerable eort
has also been expended in the reconstruction of equations of motion in the form of DDEs from experimental data

NDDEs containing derivatives with a delayed argument are more challenging from both theoretical and computa
tional viewpoints Paper  is one of the rst devoted to a detailed numerical bifurcation analysis of such equations
It analyses bifurcations of periodic solutions by computing their Floquet multipliers with the help of the continua
tion methods rst suggested in  by analogy with the corresponding methods of ordinary dierential equations
	ODE
 Our work below considers solutions more complex than periodic ones and the results are presented as plots
containing solution regimes that may be considered as bifurcation diagrams for our NDDE The map of regimes is
displayed as a function of two control parameters and separates regions in the parameter plane with qualitatively
dierent limit sets 	attractors
 Such regimes will also be characterised quantitatively by numbers relevant for prac
tical considerations These include oscillation amplitudes and their dominant frequencies and estimates of the time
to reach stationary attractor sets from dierent initial conditions
Our approach is based mainly on direct numerical analysis For each set of control parameters an attractor is sought
and the control parameter plane is then divided into regions with dierent types of limit behavior In this fashion
the analysis is not restricted to periodic oscillatory solutions but can also accommodate quasiperiodic and chaotic
motion
In Sec II the model equations are derived In Sec III linearised stability of system equilibria is analyzed analytically
in terms of two control parameters In Sec IV some basic denitions are given and methods for plotting the map of
regimes are discussed Sec V presents the results of this analysis and Sec VI discusses practical conclusions that
can be inferred from them
II TORSIONAL EXCITATIONS OF A DRIVEN DRILLSTRING
We assume that the behaviour of the driven drillstring can be determined in terms of the classical solutions of a
local PDE subject to dynamical boundary conditions and prescribed Cauchy initial conditions The purely torsional
excitations of a drillstring with unstressed length L described by the rotary angle 	s t

















and constant wave speed c 
p
G in terms of its shear modulus G and mass density  The
parameter s belongs to the domain    s   L and the rotary speed is maintained a constant  at s   Attached
to the lower end of the drillstring at s  L is a cutter 	drillbit
 with constant rotary inertia J  This is subject to a








 in terms of the second area moment   of the drillstring crosssection The dynamic boundary conditions
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To express the above equations in dimensionless form adopt as units of length time and torque the quantities L




























The general solution to 	
 is
	s t
  	t s
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for functions  and 	 of one variable representing downwards and upwards moving torsional disturbances respectively



























A further substitution of 	
 into 	
 yields the neutral delay dierential equation!
x	t











































for certain constants A h # The parameter A is directly related to the target weightonbit h controls the nature

















 together with F 	z
 given by Eq 	
 represent our NDDE system The state x	t
 of the system at any
time t is given in terms of the state in the interval t 
 t
In  a special case of Eq 	
 was considered where the function F depended only on x	t
 while in  the
stability of an equilibrium state of another NDDE was studied analytically In both cases Hopf bifurcations were
found analytically However quasiperiodic or chaotic solutions of such equations have not been treated analytically
and so direct numerical simulation oers a possible avenue for investigation
In the following we explore 	
 under variation of the control parameters A and  with other constants xed at

   h   #      J   As indicated above these are control parameters most relevant for
practical considerations The behaviour of the friction torque F for these values is shown in Fig  	a
 as a function
of z and A
In most results below the initial conditions for 	
 were set to zero in the interval 
  However in those regions
of the parameter plane where multistability occurs 	see section III
 these were varied somewhat
III LINEARISED STABILITY OF EQUILIBRIA
We begin by analysing the stability of the equilibrium states of Eq 	
 and obtain the condition for Hopf




 is found from the condition x	t










 illustrates how the position of equilibrium x

depends on the parameters A and  To analyze its stability
introduce into Eq 	































































for  The root  is called an eigenvalue of the equilibrium state There are in general an innite number of such
roots and since Eq 	
 is real they occur in conjugate pairs when complex The real parts p of each root   p" iq
characterises the stability of each equilibrium state An equilibrium is stable if all such p   If any p is larger
than zero the equilibrium state is unstable A Hopf bifurcation occurs as any real part p of  becomes zero and the
corresponding  becomes a purely imaginary value under a parameter variation By substituting   iq into Eq 	

one sees readily that a line of Hopf bifurcation occurs for A   in the parameter plane
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Such a system of equations possesses a countable set of solutions which can be found numerically In Fig  the rst
twenty pairs of complexconjugate values of  are illustrated for parameter values! A   and    The
most stable eigenvalue  has the smallest value of jqj Figs  	c
 and 	d
 show the dependence of p and q on A and
 for this eigenvalue One notes that for positive A p is always positive and thus such equilibria are unstable Note
further that in agreement with the above p changes its sign at A   corresponding to a Hopf bifurcation The other
eigenvalues behave in a qualitatively similar way
Such stability criteria derive from the behaviour of small linearised deviations from equilibria Such a linear analysis
tells one nothing about the size of the basin of attraction of a stable equilibrium for A   Although this parameter
domain is less important to the control engineer we have investigated it by integrating the system numerically for
several parameter values and with dierent initial conditions We found out that in general for large negative values
of A the basin of attraction of the equilibrium shrinks For initial conditions that fall to outside this basin the
trajectory tends to innity In what follows we restrict to A    and     and explore stability regions by
direct numerical integration
IV BASIC DEFINITIONS AND METHODOLOGY
Phase trajectory Since Eq 	
 is an NDDE for x	t
 its phase space is innite dimensional The state of the
system at each time t is dened by x	t
 on the interval t 
 t The innite dimensionality of the phase space makes
it impossible to visualise the evolution of this state as for ordinary dierential equations 	ODEs
 	eg by a nite
number of projections onto selected subspaces

In our numerical simulations a smooth function on any interval is approximated by a nite number of samples on
this interval This approach can be used to approximate a state of an innitedimensional system by a state in a
phase space with  nite dimension  Thus the state described by of Eq 	
 is approximated by the state vector

x	t
  	x	t 

 x	t  
 "#t





where #t is the sampling increment For brevity below by a phase trajectory we will mean the projection of the state
vector onto a phase plane dened by the rst x	t 

 and last component x	t
 of the vector 	

Attractor Attractors are subsets of phase space to which all phase trajectories starting in some vicinity of such
subsets are attracted as time tends to innity Thus an attractor corresponds to a stationary solution of the system
It has been shown rigorously  that the attractors of many innitedimensional dynamical systems have nite
dimension
Poincare map In order to reveal more detailed structure of solutions we use a Poincar%e map 	whose denition
for ODEs can be found in eg 
 Here we construct the Poincar%e map by analogy with those used to study ODEs
A Poincare map is a set of points generated by the transverse intersection of a directed phase trajectory with some
oriented surface 	a Poincar%e secant surface
 Here we introduce the secant surface as the hyperplane x	t
  x	t" 


This plane was selected on experimental grounds as the most optimal from transverse intersection for all trajectories







is the time of intersection are






between successive intersections T
i
is usually referred














and by a Poincar%e map

we mean a plot of 
i
for each intersection i
Bifurcation diagrams and maps of regimes A oneparameter bifurcation diagram is a plot of some variable
characterising an attractor versus some control parameter Such a variable may be taken as a coordinate in a
Poincar%e section a multiplier of some periodic solution 	stable or unstable
 a Lyapunov exponent etc In this
paper we choose oneparameter bifurcation diagrams showing a coordinate in Poincar%e section versus the control
parameter  for various values of the control parameter A A twoparameter bifurcation diagram displays bifurcation
domains on a plane of two control parameters Such domains might include bifurcations of equilibria or periodic
solutions Although twoparameter diagrams provide a more complete picture of events in parameter space than one
parameter diagrams the latter often provide valuable information along particular cuts in a twodimensional diagram
A regime characterises stationary behaviour of systems 	eg periodic quasiperiodic chaotic stochastic 
 Note
that a periodic solution which becomes unstable as a result of some bifurcation is not according to this denition a
regime since phase trajectories do not tend to it In this paper we consider all possible regimes not just periodic
but also quasiperiodic and chaotic ones by detecting and classifying the attractor associated with specic values of
the control parameters We thus plot on the plane of the control parameters A and  qualitatively distinct regions
Since strictly speaking this is not the same as a bifurcation diagram we shall refer to it as a map of regimes
By multistability we mean the coexistence in phase space of dierent attractors for the same set of control
parameters
By a relaxation time we mean a measure of the time to approach a specic attractor from particular initial
conditions It is dened in practice as the time taken by some component x
i
of the Poincar%e map to arrive within
some prescribed vicinity of an attractor It is estimated here by plotting the time series x
i
 leading to an envelope
through its successive maxima and observing the trend of the envelope 	Fig 
 The average value of the envelope
is monitored over a sequence of xed intervals of time If after  units of time the deviation of this average trend
from the horizontal exceeds    the monitoring continues This procedure is repeated until the deviation is less
than  when the relaxation time is deemed complete Although rough we believe that such an estimation captures
valuable features of the system
The map of regimes is based on the properties of numerical solutions x	t
 of Eq 	
 generated on a grid of control
parameters Such numerical solution are obtained from DKLAG! a code based on continuously imbedded sixthorder
 
This can be considered as a dimensional projection of a Poincare map of an attractor 	
	

RungeKutta methods for the solution of statedependent functional dierential equations  Observation of the
phase trajectory allows one to distinguish roughly between periodic and aperiodic solutions More precise information
is obtained by computation of Poincar%e maps and Fourier spectra
Characteristics of limit behavior are obtained in terms of the following

 The dierence between the maximum and minimum value of x	t
 ie the amplitude of oscillation on an attractor

 The thickness of a Poincar%e map dened as the dierence between maximum and minimum values of the
Poincar%e map set fx
i
g of some attractor This serves a useful quantity to estimate the deviation of an observed
regime from some averaged periodic loop





 The relaxation time to an attractor from zero initial conditions This oers a valuable characteristic of the
system from the viewpoint of engineering practice It is an estimate of the time to reach a limit set from physically
reasonable initial conditions If this relaxation time is small on a typical drilling time scale the map of regimes oers
a useful means to predict the expected system behavior If however it is large the motion actually occurring during
working time may be dramatically dierent from the limit one
V THE NUMERICAL STUDY
Twoparameter diagrams
A twoparameter map of regimes is presented on the A  plane in Fig  The white region marks the presence
of the 	single
 periodone limit cycle in the system The black region marks the existence of a periodtwo limit cycle
light grey mark tori dark grey around A      mark a doubled torus and the striped region designates a
region of multistability
In Fig  	a
 the amplitude of oscillation is presented as a function of the parameters A and  Such amplitude
depends critically on  and increases with it The amplitude is less sensitive to A and also increases with it except
in a small region where both  and A are close to 
In Fig  	b
 the thickness of the Poincar%e map is shown as a function of the same parameters This picture together
with Fig  	a
 shows that the amplitude of a Poincar%e section is always quite small compared with the amplitude of
the corresponding oscillation and its largest value does not exceed  of the average oscillations amplitude
&From Figs  and  we note that there is a region in the parameter plane roughly bounded by    and A  
within which multistability occurs This region is marked by the increase of both oscillation amplitude and thickness
of the Poincar%e map We illustrate such multistability in Fig  where three wellseparated coexisting attractors
are shown possessing quite dierent dynamical properties and oscillation timescales 	Fig 	a

 The simplest is a
twodimensional torus whose Poincar%e section looks like a closed curve with a large basic period 	Fig  	d

 The
next is an attractor with a small period and thus a large frequency of oscillation 	Fig  	b

 It appears to be chaotic
with dimension between  and  The third is a complex attractor smeared over a substantial part of the phase space
	Fig  	c

 The initial conditions leading to these attractors dier by small values that are much less than the
average amplitude of oscillation
An interesting parameter is the average frequency of oscillation In Fig  this average frequency is computed as
the inverse of the average return time and is displayed in the parameter plane of A and  A notable feature is the
slight increase of average frequency with increase of  It is close to  for all parameters except in the multistability
regime where a marked deviation of the average frequency from a constant can be discerned
Oneparameter bifurcation diagrams and Poincare maps
Next we consider how the regimes change under variation of a single control parameter We introduce several
constant A cuts of the twoparameter bifurcation diagram in Fig  and follow the evolution of coordinate x
i
of the
Poincar%e map The results are illustrated in 	Fig  	a
 	b
 	c










 and Fig  	d
 	e
 	f
 Fig  illustrates three small values of A 	  
 while Fig  illustrates
three large values of A 	  
 For large A we consider the picture outside the region of multistability that
is for    For small A the picture is quite simple since the only stable regimes are periodone limit cycles 	Fig

 When A is larger than  the picture becomes much more complex Now periodone limit cycles are interleaved
with periodtwo cycles and tori 	Fig 

On the borders of the tongue marked in black in Fig  perioddoubling bifurcation occurs for all large A and is




 This is also








We can illustrate the successive changes of regime under this bifurcation by phase portraits for A   We change
 to cross the tongue of interest Before the bifurcation 	   in Fig  	a
 and 	d

 a periodone limit cycle was
the attractor of the system 	Fig 	a

 At the bifurcation point 	   in Fig  	a
 and 	d

 the periodone cycle
becomes unstable 	saddle
 and a periodtwo cycle bifurcates from it 	Fig 	b

 As the control parameter  is
further increased the points of the periodtwo cycle move away from each other in the Poincar%e section then return
back to the periodone cycle to merge with it and disappear while undergoing an inverse perioddoubling bifurcation
at    After the latter bifurcation happens the periodone cycle again acquires stability and remains the only
attractor in the system 	Fig 	c


There are regions in the parameter space where tori occur which are represented by vertical lled segments in Figs
 and  They are especially pronounced for A   	Fig  	c
 and 	f

 where the sequence of regimes under
variation of  is quite complex Namely at the point of perioddoubling bifurcation    a doubled cycle is rst
born From the latter cycle a doubled torus appears at    However the fact that the torus is doubled is not
seen in Fig 	c
 since the coordinates x
i
of the Poincar%e map overlap for two parts of the torus which can be clearly
seen in Fig 	c




 clearly show that the torus is doubled Then the doubled
torus is replaced abruptly by a periodone cycle again 	  
 At    the periodone cycle is doubled again$
then at    substituted by a periodone torus which remains the systems attractor until  reaches 





parameters as in Figs  and  Figs  and  show Poincar%e maps by thick points where the thin lines with
arrows indicate the order of regime change In Fig  corresponding to small A the pictures are quite simple in
full agreement with Fig  and show how only the position of the limit cycle is changed Fig  corresponding to
large A is much more complex although the skeleton of all displayed regimes being either a stable or unstable
cycle moves in qualitatively the same way as for small A For A   	Fig 	a

 one can still observe transitions
between periodone and periodtwo cycles only For A   	Fig 	b

 and various values of  instead of a
periodone cycle there is a torus with small thickness However for A   	Fig 	c

 one observes a torus almost
everywhere In Fig 	c
 the thin lines with arrows are omitted in order not to overload it with detail After the
perioddoubling bifurcation takes place and the periodtwo limit cycle is born 	  
 this doubled cycle undergoes
a Hopf bifurcation As a result a doubled torus is born 	  
 identied by two closed curves 	smeared possibly
due to the nite accuracy of numerical integration
 in Fig  	c

The dangerous region and a possible transition to chaos
The parameter domain bounded approximately by the inequalities A   and    is a complicated region
with multistability and chaos This region is dangerous since simulations indicate that the evolution is sensitive to
the initial conditions This implies that any control algorithm would need to be highly robust to prevent small errors
leading to an undesirable motion
An explanation of this complexity may be as follows A Poincar%e map of a typical chaotic regime is shown in Fig 
	b
 A corresponding phase portrait 	Fig 





means that the expression F 	z
 	
 in the righthand part of Eq 	
 oscillates slightly around F 	
 Since  in
this region is small oscillations of F 	z
 include the most nonlinear part of the plot in Fig  	a
 Since A determines
the magnitude of F  the larger the magnitude is the more signicant are the nonlinear properties of the system As
a result the solution space of highest complexity is expected in the window whose parameters are dened as above
Chaotic motion was only detected in the region of multistability In this region three dierent types of chaos were
discovered Two of them are shown in Figs  	b
 and 	c
 One has a relatively simple structure while the other
is complex The third illustrated in Fig  suggests a chaotic attractor consisting of three bands between which
switchings occur
One of the scenarios for the birth of chaos in this system is via the process of intermittency This transition is
illustrated in Fig  where x
i
is plotted versus time Here we x  at  and increase A beginning with  For
a prebifurcation parameter value A   one observes a periodtwo limit cycle represented by two points in the
map 	Fig  	a

 Immediately after the bifurcation at A   x
i
shows switchings between a laminar phase
where there are just two points in the map and a turbulent phase where the motion becomes highly irregular 	Fig
 	b

 This is called intermittency At A   the turbulent motion becomes dominant 	Fig  	c

 and the
Poincar%e map of the resulting attractor looks similar to the one in Fig 	c

Relaxation times
In general the system exhibits large relaxation times from zero initial conditions although it was observed that the
use of nonzero initial conditions can decrease them markedly In Fig 	a




from zero initial conditions to attractors labelled by the parameters A and  Each relaxation time was
estimated from a series x
i
as discussed above Although the plots appear rough one can discern clear growth of t
rel
with large A and 
The subsequent gures illustrate the development of a relaxation process with A   and  varying between 
and  in steps of  We indicate in Fig  the component x
i
of the Poincar%e map 	with zero initial conditions
 for
dierent sampled intervals After  time units 	Fig  	a

 the motion exhibits almost quasiperiodic behaviour
After  time units the motion is purely periodic in a dierent part of the phase space 	Fig  	c

 Fig  	b

shows the intermediate interval where transient 	quasiperiodiclike
 behaviour changes to periodic motion These
gures illustrate one of the longest relaxation times detected in this system However relaxation times in the region
to the right of the tongue in Fig  for    appear to start from 
VI CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of our numerical analysis of a system described by the NDDE 	
 with control parameters
A  we may summarise our conclusions as follows
 The system possesses a unique equilibrium state for all parameter values If A   this equilibrium is stable for
all  If A   the equilibrium becomes unstable and the system can develop selfsustained oscillations of dierent
types with the following characteristics
 Much of the parameter plane studied A   $     is occupied by a single periodone limit cycle For
A   the periodone limit cycle exists everywhere except in a narrow tongue where the cycle is periodtwo
 Starting from zero initial conditions the larger the value of  the larger are the amplitudes of selfsustained
oscillations For A   the smaller the value of  the more the behavior becomes complex including multistability
and chaos
 There is a parametric domain bounded by A    and     where relaxation times exceed 
dimensionless units In this domain almost quasiperiodic motion with two or even three independent frequencies can
occur before the motion becomes periodic 	after  time units

The practical implications arising from these results are immediate Small amplitude torsional oscillations about
unstable equilibria are associated with small values of the target rotary speed  while unpredictable motion can be
expected with small values of  and large values of weightonbit proportional to the parameter A Finer gradations
of behaviour and the relevance of computed relaxation times to these general conclusions can be determined from the
details in the the gures discussed above
The above model of an active drill string takes no account of feedback control used to maintain drilling stability
under sudden changes of friction torque at the bit initiated by changes in rock formation The imposition of control
algorithms for such feedback can be readily accommodated by modifying the boundary conditions for the torsional
wave equation The resulting DDE can be then be analysed along the lines discussed in this paper Such techniques
oer a powerful means to explore new and more robust feedback controls in this and other intrinsically unstable
continuum structures
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FIG  a Dependence of the frictional torque F on A and z b Dependence of the equilibrium state x

on A and  c











FIG  The rst  pairs of complexconjugate eigenvalues  of an equilibrium state of system  with    and
















FIG  A map of regimes for the parameters A and  The colour encoding is White denotes a periodone limit cycle
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plane a The full picture with three coexisting attractors marked by dierent shades b chaotic lowdimensional
attractor achieved with initial data xt    t      c chaotic attractor with complex structure derived from
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FIG  Evolution of the component x
i
dening Poincare maps and return times T
i
for three small values of A as  changes
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FIG  Evolution of component x
i
dening Poincare maps and return times T
i
for three large values of A as  changes The
























































FIG  Evolution of Poincare maps for small A as  changes The corresponding values of A are shown within each gure
Arrows indicate the direction of increasing 


























FIG  Evolution of Poincare maps for large A as  changes The corresponding values of A are shown within each gure
Arrows indicate the direction of increasing 








FIG 	 Phase portrait of one of the regimes at A   and    This attractor is reached from initial conditions
xt    t     The Poincare map of this attractor is shown in Fig b
xi
iT








FIG  Poincare map of a threeband chaotic attractor at A      One band is well separated in phase space



















FIG  Illustration of a transition to chaos via intermittency The component x
i
dening the Poincare map is shown versus












FIG  A Relaxation time t
rel






















FIG  An example of a long relaxation process The component x
i
is shown versus time t for A   and dierent 
Numbers within each gure denote the values of  and their colors coincide with those of the corresponding points

